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Marion Environmental Inc. is one of the leading providers
of environmental consulting, remediation, and emergency
response in the southeast. Our goal is to provide cost
effective solutions to environmental problems.
Making our standard, industry standard.
MARION OPENS OFFICE IN PHILADELPHIA, PA
.

The crew in Philadelphia includes:
George Bunker, Dave Fentress,
Christopher Carbone, Jack Bailie, (back
row) Kevin Meurer, Ron Gould, Brian
Lord, Donavan Gonzalez, Jeremy Orr,
and Mike Lawhorne.
The team in Philadelphia has decades of
combined
experience
in
the
environmental and emergency response
field. They cover many northeastern
states for the railroad, as well as travel
nationally for large incidents. Marion is
excited that this experienced group has
joined our team. Our future plans
include more office locations to shrink
the gap between Philadelphia and our
southeastern offices.

Marion Environmental is pleased to announce our newest satellite
office, located in Tullytown, Pennsylvania. Marion built the office
around veterans in the emergency response industry. Extensive
railroad and hazmat expertise define our management team.
MEI-Philadelphia is in a great location to manage incidents in the
northeast. We are thrilled with the site and with the amazing group
of professionals who have signed on to the team. As our company
continues to grow, we find more and more of the industry’s biggest
names eager to be part of our special formula. MEI has been setting
a new standard for safety, expertise, and professionalism, and we
are excited to bolster that reputation even further with the
Philadelphia office.
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The Holden-Proefrock Award is awarded
to Ron Gould in 2020

Paul Williams, Scott Deutch, Scott Gould, Ron Gould,
and David Schoendorfer

This map shows the one and two hour response times for
Marion’s offices in the southeast and Pennsylvania. Marion
has offices close enough to each other to move equipment
and manpower to other locations when necessary.
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On October 15, the Holden-Proefrock
Award was presented to Ron Gould at the
Marion office in Tullytown.
The
Association of American Railroads
recognized Ron Gould for his many years
of service to the railroads as a senior
hazmat manager.
The award is a high honor in the railroad
world. It has only been given to one other
recipient who was not employed by the
railroad. The award honors those who
have spent years in service of the railroad
and have distinguished themselves with
their handling of hazardous materials.

